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BACtrack S75 Pro Portable Breathalyzer

The new 2010 BACtrack S75 Pro Portable Breathalyzer is a stunning combination of accuracy, affordability, and style. The S75 Pro has been designed to reduce unnecessary size and weight, while maintaining all the accuracy benefits of a full-sized
fuel-cell-based breathalyzer. And because it has obtained FDA 510(k) clearance, this professional technology is now directly available for both consumer and professional use.

A unique feature of the BACtrack S75 Pro is its miniature air pump, which is used to more accurately collect a breath sample. Sensor's Technology Allows for Professional Accuracy.

The BACtrack S75 Pro employs highly accurate Xtend fuel cell sensor technology, which allows it to be used for professional, medical testing applications, and law enforcement applications. Xtend alcohol fuel cell technology offers the following benefits.

It provides more accurate and more consistent results as compared with semi-conductor breathalyzers. For example, with the S75 Pro, you are more likely to show the same test result when you test someone repeatedly in a very short period of time. It
will not show a false positive for someone who is diabetic or on a low calorie diet. Other semiconductor breathalyzers will sometimes show a false positive result for these individuals.

It can remain accurate for up to thousands of tests.

It is more accurate at higher BAC concentrations. For example, if someone is very intoxicated, say 0.22 %BAC, the S75 Pro is more likely to provide an accurate test result as compared to semiconductor models, which often lose accuracy at higher
BAC values.

The S75 Pro's Xtend sensor technology enables this device to provide trusted results every time.

Compact Tester Fits into the Palm of Your Hand

The S75 Pro has been designed for maximum comfort and ease of use during testing. The sleek, rounded edges on the back side allow the breathalyzer to easily fit into the palm of your hand. This eliminates the potential for accidental drops, and also
makes it easier to press the start and mode buttons during testing. A soft carrying pouch allows you to carry this device securely.

Front-facing Mouthpiece Makes Self-Testing Easy

The S75 Pro's front-facing mouthpiece has numerous advantages. First, the front-facing mouthpiece makes self-testing easy and convenient. There's no reason to rotate, twist, or turn the product after the initial countdown. With a front-facing
mouthpiece, users can watch the screen and simply move the product forward towards their mouth when the countdown reaches zero. This helps eliminate flow errors - where users do not blow quickly enough after the countdown. After completing a
breath sample, users can clearly see the results displayed on the screen facing them. Replaceable mouthpieces easily attach to the breath intake port. Mouthpieces can be reused or replaced after each test.

Xtend Technology Provides Accurate Results Every Time

The S75 Pro's Xtend sensor technology enables this device to provide trusted results every time. The BACtrack S75 has been tested by the DOT/NHTSA and meets their requirements for a breath alcohol screening device. The S75 Pro is also FDA
510(k) cleared for personal use.

This device uses a miniature air pump to more accurately collect a breath sample. During use, you can actually feel the "click" of the pump collecting the breath sample. The BACtrack S75 Pro will not show a false positive for someone who is diabetic or
on a low calorie diet. It provides accurate and more consistent results for up to thousands of tests.

Click here to find them at Amazon

Find more great deals on the BACtrack S75 Pro Portable Breathalyzer Here!
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